ABSTRACT: Unlike individuals with mild stroke, individuals with severe stroke are constrained to stereotypical movement patterns attributed to abnormal coupling of shoulder abductors with elbow flexors, and shoulder adductors with elbow extensors. Whether abnormal muscle coactivation and associated joint torque patterns can be changed in this population is important to determine given that it bears on the development of effective rehabilitation interventions. Eight subjects participated in a protocol that was designed to reduce abnormal elbow/shoulder joint torque coupling by training them to generate combinations of isometric elbow and shoulder joint torques away from the constraining patterns. After training, subjects demonstrated a significant reduction in abnormal torque coupling and a subsequent significant increase in ability to generate torque patterns away from the abnormal pattern. We suggest the rapid time-course of these changes reflects a residual capacity of the central nervous system to adapt to a novel behavioral training environment.
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Motor recovery following stroke is characterized by a progressive reduction in sensorimotor impairment.6,31 However, weakness, changes in stretch reflex excitability, and constraints on available joint torque patterns due to abnormal muscle synergies persist in severely affected individuals.1,3,10,12 An important question is whether severe stroke results in a permanent reduction in available muscle coactivation and associated joint torque patterns. Modifiability of these impairments would support continued effort and likelihood of success in developing effective rehabilitation interventions. To answer this question, a protocol was devised to alter and preferably reduce abnormal joint torque coupling by training stroke survivors to generate joint torque patterns away from the abnormal patterns.

We previously demonstrated12 that, during shoulder abduction, individuals with moderate to severe chronic stroke spontaneously generate near-maximal elbow-flexion torque, with lesser torques in shoulder extension and external rotation. This abnormal torque-coupling pattern reflected coactivation of shoulder abductors (deltoid) with elbow flexors (biceps brachii, brachialis, and brachioradialis).12 Subsequent studies have described the detrimental impact of joint torque coupling on volitional isometric3 and dynamic1,2 tasks in the hemiparetic upper limb. All subjects exhibited a reduced capacity to generate isometric elbow-extension torque concurrently with shoulder abduction, with the most deleterious effects measured at maximal abduction levels and in subjects with the greatest overall impairment.13

In this study, we tested the hypothesis that abnormal elbow/shoulder joint torque coupling is modifiable in severely affected individuals at >1 year after stroke. It was postulated that alterations and preferably a reduction in abnormal torque coupling would be evident in a reduced amount of spontaneous
isometric elbow flexion measured during maximal isometric shoulder abduction and that, after the 8-week intervention, subjects would demonstrate increases in strength in single-DOF (degree-of-freedom) torque directions and in combined multi-DOF tasks away from the abnormal torque pattern.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects. Six men and 2 women, ages 41–80 years, whose stroke had occurred 14–66 months earlier, participated in the study. All subjects were screened for the study by the primary investigator and granted medical consent by their physician. Exclusion criteria were difficulty with sitting for long durations, recent changes in the medical management of hypertension, any acute or chronic painful condition in the upper limbs or spine, and greater than minimal sensory loss in the affected upper limb. The arm-motor portion of the Fugl–Meyer Motor Assessment was administered as an initial screening measure to qualitatively determine the presence and extent of flexion synergy and categorize the level of impairment severity. The inclusion criteria for the research study required severe to moderate impairment equivalent to scoring within the range of 15–40 out of a maximum of 66 points. Our subjects scored from 18 to 37, fitting a normal distribution. All subjects were able to support the upper limb against gravity while generating concurrent active elbow extension. Each subject’s passive range of motion of the affected upper limb was measured using methods described elsewhere. Passive range of motion to at least 90° of shoulder flexion, abduction, and neutral internal/external rotation was required to participate in the study. Overpressure at the end of the range of motion was used as a medical screening measure to verify the absence of an inflammatory condition at the shoulder, elbow, wrist, and fingers. After screening, the subjects provided written consent to participate in the study, which was approved by our institutional review board.

Experimental Arrangement. Subjects were seated in a Biodex chair with shoulder and waist strapping to restrain trunk and shoulder girdle movement during testing. Two different arm configurations were studied involving elbow angles of 70° and 90° (straight arm = 180°). For both configurations the forearm and hand rested in a horizontal plane on a support plate with the shoulder in 75° of abduction and the distal point of the third digit aligned to the midline of the torso. Pre- and posttraining measurements of maximum voluntary torques (MVTs) were performed for both limb configurations, and the 70° configuration was used during training. The forearm, wrist, and hand were fixed to a 6-DOF load cell (Model 45E15A; JR3, Inc., Woodland, CA) using fiberglass casting and a Delrin ring mounted at the wrist (Fig. 1). Orthogonal forces and moments measured by the load cell were filtered and converted on-line to torques at the elbow and shoulder via methods described elsewhere. Real-time visual feedback was provided to the subject, via computer monitor, of the torque produced at the shoulder or elbow joint.

During pre- and posttesting of MVTs, surface electromyography (EMG) signals were recorded for the brachioradialis; biceps brachii; lateral and long heads of triceps brachii; anterior, intermediate, and posterior deltoid; and vertical fibers of pectoralis major. Correct electrode placements were verified by examination of EMG activity. Active differential electrodes (16-channel Bagnoli EMG System; Delsys, Boston, MA) with a 1-cm interelectrode distance were used to record surface EMG from the upper-limb muscles. The Delsys EMG system also provided preamplification (gain: 1000) and single-pole high-pass filtering (cutoff frequency: 6 Hz). All EMG signals were filtered at 500 Hz (8-pole Butterworth; Model 9016, Frequency Devices, Haverhill, MA) to prevent aliasing and amplified in a second stage prior to data collection. The force/torque and EMG signals were collected at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz via an analog/digital converter and stored on a computer for future analysis.

Maximum Voluntary Torque Protocol. MVTs were measured at the shoulder and elbow before and after the 8-week experimental intervention and
served as the primary outcome for measuring changes in abnormal joint torque coupling. Three random blocks consisting of shoulder abduction/adduction, flexion/extension, and elbow flexion/extension were completed for both the 70° and 90° limb configurations, using methods reported previously. Joint torques were concurrently measured at both the shoulder and elbow while the subject attempted to maximize the torque in the primary direction, which was shown in real time on a computer monitor. The best representation of MVT was ensured by mandating that the three largest trials per torque direction were within 10% of magnitude from each other and that the last trial recorded was not the greatest.

**Multi-DOF Isometric Protocol.** The training protocol spanned 8 weeks, during which subjects attended sessions three times per week for approximately 1.5 hours per session. Within each training session, subjects performed three sets of each of three multi-DOF isometric tasks, ordered randomly and containing 12 repetitions per set. Each repetition was 5 seconds in duration and sampled at 1000 Hz for all DOFs. The training position (70° elbow angle) was identical to the limb configuration used during pre- and posttesting for MVTs. The three tasks were designed to train the subject to create joint torque combinations with the affected upper limb in patterns away from the dominant abnormal torque-coupling pattern (shoulder abduction/shoulder extension/elbow flexion). The three training tasks were as follows. In task 1, subjects attempted to maintain a fixed level of shoulder abduction while maximizing elbow extension and shoulder flexion; for task 2, subjects attempted to maintain a fixed level of shoulder abduction while maximizing elbow extension and blinded to the shoulder flexion/extension DOF; and for task 3 they attempted to maximize shoulder flexion and elbow extension while blinded to the shoulder abduction/adduction DOF.

During each task the subject viewed a computer monitor that displayed, in real time, the magnitude of isometric joint torques that they were generating for the specific task (Fig. 2). Shoulder abduction was represented by counterclockwise rotation of the needle within the circular cursor, whereas vertical and horizontal movement of the circular cursor represented shoulder flexion and elbow extension, respectively. A pie-piece shape within the cursor represented the target window for shoulder abduction torque; targeted levels of elbow extension and shoulder flexion were represented by a square (Fig. 2).

The subject was required to develop isometric shoulder and elbow torques that would move the cursor toward and into the target square while the needle was maintained in the pie-piece portion of the cursor. Constant verbal encouragement to maintain the needle in place was given during tasks 1 and 2. Task 3 did not include shoulder abduction and task 2 did not include shoulder flexion. In these tasks, the feedback was modified so that the excluded components would not be displayed by the visual feedback.

The priority of the intervention was to enhance the capacity to generate elbow extension and shoulder flexion torques while lifting the upper limb (abduction component) against gravity. Past work has demonstrated that many moderately to severely impaired subjects cannot generate significant elbow extension during abduction against gravity. Accordingly, at the beginning of training the pie-piece shape within the cursor was set to represent 50 ± 5% of the abduction torque required to support the arm against gravity, as calculated from anthropometric measurements of the arm. The abduction level was modified in increments corresponding to 25% of limb weight over the course of training as performance of tasks 1 and 2 improved, with a maximum abduction equivalent to 200% limb weight to avoid overtraining and to maintain the functional relevance of the reaching-based exercise. On every fourth training session, MVTs for abduction, shoulder flexion, and elbow extension were measured. Visual feedback parameters were maintained at 50% MVT for shoulder flexion and elbow extension.
throughout the training. Although these parameters were submaximal, volitional generation of a combination of torques in two or more directions resulted in target levels that were always just out of reach for each subject. This insured adequate visual feedback to motivate subjects to maximize their performance.

Finally, subjects were monitored for signs of overuse injury at the shoulder and elbow joints due to prior non-use of the affected limb and to the intensity of the training regimen. They were also instructed to maintain their daily routines and avoid starting any new exercise programs targeting the affected upper limb.

**Data Analysis.**  
**Analysis of Isometric Single-DOF Data.**  
Pre- and posttraining MVTs for each of the six torque directions were determined using custom software written within the Matlab environment (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). For each 5-s trial and in each torque direction, the peak torque was determined by identifying the 250-ms window with the largest average torque magnitude. MVT for each direction was taken as the maximum peak torque across all trials. The elbow-flexion torque generated concurrently during the 250-ms window of peak abduction torque was used to quantify the magnitude of abnormal joint torque coupling (described previously as flexion synergy) before and after the training protocol.

The percentage change in MVT from pre- to posttraining was calculated for each subject for all torque directions and both limb configurations. The normality of the data was confirmed using the Shapiro–Wilks test. Two-tailed paired t-tests were calculated for all torque directions to determine whether the percent changes in torque were different from zero. Wilcoxon signed rank tests were used when data were not normally distributed.

A repeated-measures single-factor analysis of variance was completed to test the effect of session on the secondary elbow-flexion torque generated during abduction MVTs for each limb configuration. Elbow-flexion joint torque was normalized to the MVT occurring within the testing session for comparison of abnormal torque coupling between subjects.

**EMG Analysis.**  
Individual muscle activation during abduction MVT was chosen to identify abnormal muscle coactivation patterns before and after training. EMG signals were rectified and averaged during a 250-ms window that was temporally offset by 30 ms to the corresponding peak torque time window to deal with the electromechanical delay of the human skeletal muscle.4,8,20 Averaged EMG was normalized by the maximum EMG measured within the same testing session to facilitate comparison between sessions. All EMG data were confirmed to be normally distributed by the Shapiro–Wilks test. Group mean EMG and standard error were calculated for each muscle (n = 8) during each session and at each limb configuration. A repeated-measures single-factor analysis of variance was completed to test the effect of session on muscle activation for each muscle during abduction MVT for both limb configurations.

**Analysis of Isometric Multi-DOF Protocol Data.**  
Torque data were obtained for all repetitions of each task on the first and last (24th) session of the 8-week training period to measure the voluntary capacity of each subject in generating multi-DOF isometric torque patterns away from the abnormal torque-coupling pattern. Comparison of changes in voluntary torque patterns was used to identify whether the effects of abnormal torque coupling were amenable to training. First and last training-session torque data were averaged across the entire 5 s of each repetition (3 sets of 12 repetitions = 36 repetitions) for all relevant torque directions and normalized to pre- and posttraining MVTs, respectively, to facilitate comparison of torque patterns without the influence of individual torque direction-strengthening effects. Normalized joint torque generated during each repetition was averaged across all subjects on the first and last training session. Standard errors were calculated across subject means for each of the torques generated per session. A repeated-measures single-factor analysis of variance was used to test the effect of session on joint torque for each torque direction in each task. All statistical analyses were performed using the 0.05 level of significance.

**RESULTS**

**Generation of Torque Patterns Away from the Abnormal Patterns.**  
The ability of each subject to generate torque patterns away from the abnormal shoulder-abduction/extension/elbow-flexion pattern was assessed on the first and last training sessions to determine whether a positive training effect had occurred. The patterns assessed were: abduction/shoulder flexion/elbow extension (task 1); abduction/elbow extension (task 2); and shoulder flexion/elbow extension (task 3). Mean normalized joint torques and standard errors for the first and last training sessions of each task are presented in Figure 3A–C. Joint torques in the first and last session for shoulder flexion and elbow extension were normalized to the respective MVTs from pre- and posttesting, whereas abduction was normalized to
the torque required to support the limb against gravity. The reason for normalizing shoulder abduction to limb weight was to emphasize the detrimental effect of lifting the limb against gravity on generating concurrent shoulder flexion and elbow extension (away from the constrained torque pattern).

Normalizing shoulder flexion and elbow extension in the first session to pretraining MVT and last session to postraining MVT was done to remove any potential single-DOF strengthening effect that would otherwise confound the comparison of pre- and postraining torque patterns.

Subjects were able to generate shoulder-flexion/elbow-extension torques while abducting at the shoulder during tasks 1 and 2 in both the first and last training sessions. However, a positive training effect was evident in the increased magnitude of the torque patterns, specifically elbow extension at limb-weight abduction levels, measured in the last session. For task 1, both abduction and elbow extension increased from $51 \pm 28\%$ (mean \(\pm\) SD) to $101 \pm 44\%$ of limb weight and $15 \pm 13\%$ to $30 \pm 17\%$ of maximum elbow extension, respectively. For task 2, both abduction and elbow extension increased from $45 \pm 29\%$ to $92 \pm 45\%$ of limb weight and $12 \pm 14\%$ to $31 \pm 20\%$ of maximum elbow extension, respectively. For task 3, no training effect was found for any of the torque directions.

**MVTs before and after the Multi-DOF Protocol.** Maximum voluntary torques were measured in all six torque directions before and after training to detect changes in maximum torque. These torques were measured in both the training limb configuration ($70^\circ$ elbow angle) and a second limb configuration ($90^\circ$ elbow angle) to evaluate the specificity of training effects. The percent changes in absolute MVTs for all torque directions from pre- to postraining are presented in Figure 4A and B for both limb configurations. Two-tailed t-tests were used to determine whether there was a significant difference between the percent improvement and zero for each torque direction and limb configuration. The Shapiro–Wilk test indicated that the data deviated from a normal distribution for shoulder and elbow extension in the $70^\circ$ limb configuration and elbow extension in the $90^\circ$ limb configuration. For these cases, the Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to test for a significant difference.

There was a positive training effect measured for the torque directions composing the training tasks (abduction, shoulder flexion, and elbow extension). On a group basis, shoulder flexion increased after training by $26 \pm 8\%$, corresponding to $8.3 \pm 9.1$ Nm, at the $70^\circ$ configuration, but was not significantly different at the $90^\circ$ configuration. Shoulder abduction increased $43 \pm 10\%$ or $8.0 \pm 5.4$ Nm at the $70^\circ$ and $49 \pm 19\%$ or $6.0 \pm 4.3$ Nm at the $90^\circ$ configurations. Elbow extension increased $39 \pm 19\%$ or
8.0 ± 6.9 Nm at the 70° and 32 ± 18% or 6.0 ± 5.3 Nm at the 90° configurations.

In general, differences between pre- and posttraining MVTs in untrained torque directions were not significant. Adduction and shoulder extension in the 70° and 90° configurations and elbow flexion in the 90° configuration did not change (Fig. 4). However, elbow flexion in the 70° configuration increased by 19 ± 7% or 4.4 ± 1.7 Nm.

Abnormal Abduction/Elbow-Flexion Torque Coupling before and after Training. Spontaneous coupling of elbow flexion during abduction MVT was measured before and after training to elucidate mechanisms supporting changes measured in the ability of subjects to generate torque patterns away from the constrained pattern. Secondary or coupled elbow flexion was normalized to elbow-flexion MVT that was measured within the same session. This normalization procedure eliminated the effect of strengthening that may have occurred in elbow flexion, allowing for an unbiased comparison of torque coupling between pre- and posttraining (Fig. 5). Spontaneous elbow-flexion coupling was reduced after training in both the 70° and 90° limb configurations from 70 ± 17% to 45 ± 28% and 83 ± 13% to 70 ± 16%, respectively. Specifically, subject 3 demonstrated a torque direction reversal or coupling with elbow extension in the 70° configuration after training. On a group basis, abnormal torque coupling was greater in the 90° configuration.

We compared elbow flexion and extension MVTs at both limb positions for both pre- and posttraining sessions to rule out the possibility of agonist/antagonist strength imbalances corrupting the measurement of abnormal abduction/elbow-flexion torque coupling.
coupling.24 There was no difference between elbow-flexion and -extension MVTs (mean ± SEM) at the pretraining session for both the 70° (elbow flexion, 24.2 ± 3.3 Nm; extension, 26.1 ± 5.7 Nm) and 90° (elbow flexion, 30.5 ± 4.9 Nm; extension, 22.8 ± 4.8 Nm) configurations. Similarly, there was no difference between elbow flexion and extension at the postraining session for both the 70° (elbow flexion, 28.6 ± 4.1 Nm; extension, 34.1 ± 6.4 Nm) and 90° (elbow flexion, 32.7 ± 4.6 Nm; extension, 28.7 ± 5.4 Nm) limb configurations. The lack of difference between elbow-flexion and -extension MVT eliminated the possibility that agonist/antagonist strength imbalances contributed to the abnormal torque coupling.

Mean and standard errors of normalized EMG during abduction MVT were calculated. There was no difference between sessions at both limb positions for any muscle except brachioradialis, which decreased from 53 ± 14% to 40 ± 11% in the 70° configuration.

DISCUSSION

This study has demonstrated the modifiability of spontaneous or abnormal coupling of elbow flexion during the generation of maximal shoulder abduction in severely impaired individuals at >1 year after a stroke. There was a strengthening effect in the single-DOF torque directions used within the training tasks and a concomitant improvement in the generation of multi-DOF joint torque combinations away from the constrained patterns. These results may be attributed to neural adaptation of the motor system.


The current consensus is that the response to resistance training in adults is specific to both movement patterns and force–velocity characteristics,21 and that stroke survivors show a reduction of musculoskeletal impairment after progressive resistance training.25 We postulated that a multi-DOF progressive resistance protocol would increase MVTs for shoulder and elbow muscle groups and enhance the ability of subjects to generate multi-DOF joint torque patterns away from constraining poststroke patterns. Our subjects demonstrated an increase in MVTs after the multi-DOF training protocol (Fig. 4). On a group basis, significant increases were seen only in the torque directions composing the multi-DOF tasks, with the exception of a small increase in elbow flexion in the 70° limb configuration. Although the lack of significant torque increases for nontrained shoulder directions (adduction and extension) was expected, we observed considerable variability across subjects for the shoulder extension torque direction. The large variability in percent improvement of shoulder extension may reflect the greater difficulty reported by subjects for this than other torque directions.

These improvements are consistent with previous reports of a positive strengthening effect of progressive strength training in stroke survivors.25 Furthermore, our subjects also improved in strength at a joint angle greater than the training angle, similar to the reported strengthening effect of isometric training in the general adult population.19 Kitai and Sale found an isometric strengthening effect at the training joint angle and at ±5°. Increases in strength at more distant joint angles were less. Similarly, our stroke subjects demonstrated strength increases away from the training joint angle.

Our subjects substantially improved their ability to generate multi-DOF patterns away from the constraining flexion pattern despite a short total training duration. Short-term strengthening studies in adults have shown that the most profound strengthening occurs during the first 4–8 weeks17 of training, with “untrained” individuals demonstrating the largest gains.21 Furthermore, early and rapid strength increases due to resistance training are likely due to neural adaptations as opposed to increases in muscle cross-sectional area, regardless of age and gender.27,28 Among middle-aged and elderly subjects, such as those we studied, increases in strength, even over longer durations of resistance training, have also been attributed to neural adaptation rather than muscle hypertrophy.15 Results for our subjects were congruent in the rapid time-course of response to progressive resistance training. The congruency between both populations may relate to a similar underlying neural mechanism being responsible for short-term strength changes.

The specific multi-DOF gains by our subjects were for the two tasks that included shoulder abduction, identifying this torque direction as a potential key component of the training protocol. In the third task, subjects were not given feedback of the torque generated in the abduction/adduction DOF, and they tended to generate a large amount of adduction. That is, subjects generated torques within the abnormal pattern of shoulder adduction with shoulder flexion and elbow extension.10 The inclusion of task 3 may have been counterproductive due to its facilitation of a second abnormal torque pattern.
Reduction of Abnormal Torque Coupling. A reduction in abnormal torque coupling may explain the improvement of all subjects in generating torque patterns away from the constraining abduction/elbow-flexion pattern. We measured a reduction in spontaneous elbow-flexion coupling during maximal descending drive to the spinal cord (abduction MVT) when the greatest joint torque coupling was expected.10 Our results suggest that couplings between shoulder/elbow muscles and associated joint torques are not hard-wired in severely impaired individuals at >1 year after stroke and can be modified by a multi-DOF progressive resistance protocol.

Relative Weakness and Neural Constraint. Strength imbalances about the elbow joint, specifically relative weakness of the elbow extensors24 or flexors,9 may contribute to the measurement of abnormal elbow-flexion coupling during maximum shoulder abduction after stroke. We compared absolute elbow-flexion and -extension joint torques across subjects in both limb configurations and during both testing sessions and found no difference between them. Therefore, our measurement of abduction/elbow-flexion coupling reflects a true neural constraint in available muscle coactivation and associated joint torque patterns.

The positive response of the elderly population to resistance training has been attributed to a reduction in muscle cocontraction about a single joint.15 There was cocontraction at the shoulder (primary DOF agonists: anterior, intermediate, and posterior deltoid; antagonist: pectoralis major) and the elbow (secondary DOF agonists: brachioradialis and biceps brachii; antagonists: lateral and long head of triceps brachii) during abduction MVTs. However, a symmetrical change in cocontraction at the elbow in both limb positions, defined as a change in the ratio of activation of elbow flexors and extensors, was not evident.

A training-induced change in the underlying muscle coactivation pattern of shoulder abductors with elbow flexors may explain the subsequent reduction of abnormal torque coupling and represent a neural adaptation after training. Brachioradialis EMG was less in the 70° limb configuration, suggesting a training-induced alteration in muscle coactivation patterns. The reduction in elbow-flexion torque coupling in both limb configurations may also be attributed to the reduction in coactivation of another elbow flexor that was not measured. The brachialis muscle is known to contribute heavily to abnormal elbow-flexion coupling,12 but could not be reliably recorded with surface electrodes due to its anatomical position. Reduction in brachialis coactivation is a likely possibility considering its synergistic relationship with the brachioradialis muscle.7

Asymmetrical changes in MVT about the elbow may be related to the reduction of elbow-flexion torque coupling in the 90° configuration. Elbow-extension MVTs increased to a greater degree than elbow-flexion MVTs in the 90° configuration. Without monitoring the brachialis, it cannot be ruled out that the net reduction in elbow-flexion torque coupling during abduction MVTs was partially due to increased extensor muscle strength. However, the consistency in EMG and torque data for the 70° training configuration supports the explanation of an altered muscle coactivation pattern and a position specificity of the training response.

Neural Mechanism Underlying Reduction in Abnormal Shoulder-Abduction/Elbow-Flexion Coupling. Neuroimaging data were not collected, but the observed reduction of joint torque coupling may be related to training-induced reorganization18,22 of the motor cortex and spinal cord. A decrease in overlapping of cortical areas responsible for joint motion13 or adaptive changes in segmental reflex function11 may have contributed to the observed reductions in abnormal joint torque coupling. Currently, our laboratory is pursuing neuroimaging and neuropharmacological experiments to investigate the contributions of these potential mechanisms.

Clinical Implications. Joint torque coupling may be a result of postlesional reorganization30 and a potential target for therapeutic intervention. The present study was not designed to test a therapeutic intervention but instead sought to demonstrate the mutability of joint torque coupling. The isometric nature of the experimental protocol eliminated the influence of spasticity and directly targeted the abnormal torque coupling impairment. Our results suggest that individuals with severe stroke may be amenable to future therapeutic interventions. Dynamic movement protocols are currently being undertaken in our laboratory that incorporate a similar framework of reducing abnormal torque coupling and are expected to show a positive therapeutic effect or carryover into activities of daily living. The therapeutic benefit of physical intervention has not been well documented in severely impaired stroke survivors. An individual with severe impairment failed to show improvement after an intensive physical intervention4 that was beneficial in individuals with less impairment and attributed to training-induced cortical reorganization.29,32 Modifiability of muscle activation patterns has been demonstrated,23 but no underlying mechanisms for these changes could be
distilled because of the complexity of the intervention employed by the investigators. Interventions that encourage patients to generate appropriate joint torque patterns are likely to be successful in enhancing functional reaching recovery. Such interventions will more directly target the underlying neural mechanisms responsible for the torque-coupling impairment.
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